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Abstract 
 
To create a graphic sign for a live TV-production there are several factors playing role. 
Its functions and purposes create a challenging environment for HEGO Group's 
developers and operators who separately work together, at the office and the production 
sight. Facing a new season 2013 with the Swedish Let's Dance production the 
whereabouts of flaws within the software interface, designed for last year's season were 
noticed. A decision was made to introduce a new work method were the main operator 
and the developers continuously would work together to create a complete solution for 
the case. 

This thesis will therefor evaluate the new work method and hopefully give HEGO 
Group an indication if the new work method is a fitting process for the situation. By 
using evaluation protocols, prototypes and group discussions the new work method was 
tested which resulted in a conclusion concerning possible further graphic 
implementations at HEGO Group. 

 
 
Sammanfattning 
 
För att skapa en grafisk skylt till en direktsänd TV-produktion råder flera faktorer som 
spelar roll. Dess funktioner och syften skapar en utmanande miljö för HEGO Groups 
utvecklare och operatörer som separat arbetar tillsammans, på kontoret och produktions 
plats. Inför en ny säsong 2013 med svenska Let 's Dance produktionen upptäcktes brister 
inom mjukvarans gränssnitt, upptäckt under förra årets säsong. Ett beslut fattades att 
testa ett nytt arbetssätt där operatören och utvecklarna kontinuerligt skulle arbeta 
tillsammans för att utforma en komplett lösning för fallet. 
 
Denna uppsats kommer därför utvärdera ett nytt arbetssätt och förhoppningsvis ge 
HEGO Group en indikation om det nya arbetssättet är en passande process för 
situationen. Genom att använda utvärderingsprotokoll, prototyper och 
gruppdiskussioner testades det nya arbetssättet vilket resulterade i en slutsats kring 
eventuella fortsatta grafiska implementationer hos HEGO Group. 
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1. Introduction 
When creating a graphic sign for a live TV-production there are several elements 
involved. Its function and purpose can create a challenging environment for developers 
and the person operating the graphics, the operator.  

The master thesis is an evaluation, from a human computer interaction perspective, of a 
new work method at a TV-production company in Sweden.  

1.1. Purpose 
HEGO Group is a TV-production and technology development company specialized in 
graphics for television productions in Sweden and internationally. The company offers 
complete solutions in order to create and enhance graphical live TV productions through 
software, hardware and operator(s). Facing a new season 2013 with the Swedish TV-
production Let's Dance flaws within the software interface, designed for last year's (2012) 
season, were noticed.  

At HEGO Group developers and operators work separately, at the office and the 
production sight. To give the developers a better understanding of how to design the 
software interface HEGO Group tested a new work method, where the main operator 
and the developers continuously would work together in order to create a complete 
graphics interface solution. 

1.2. Research question 

Is a continuous collaboration between operators and developers favorable when creating a new 
software design interface to a graphical frame for HEGO Group?  

The thesis evaluates the new work method, which gave HEGO Group an indication of 
whether the new work method is a fitting procedure for the situation. Through usage of 
evaluation protocols, prototypes and group discussions the new work method was tested 
and resulted in a conclusion concerning further graphic implementations at HEGO 
Group.  

1.3. Limitations 
The developers and the graphics operator did work together from an early beginning in 
order to customize a new interface for the mounting of jury points. This work method, 
where both developers and operators work together, was concentrated around that 
specific interface. The interface for mounting of jury points was not very operator-
friendly because of the non-existing methods when correcting wrongly mounted inputs, 
how to control the system and which work method to use.  

In this study I, the author of this report, was the main operator testing the prototypes, 
creating the evaluation report and creating the design proposals. To solve this issue I/the 
main operator was only involved in data collection during the evaluations, which were 
overseen by the developers. By including an objective operator during the Prototype 2's 
evaluation and the further work method evaluation meeting, a higher degree of 
objectivity during this research was ensured. 
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2. Theory and background 
To better understand the situation of the described case and study this chapter gives 
essential information of the Swedish TV-industry. It describes the history and current 
situation in the Swedish TV Industry, the production companies involved, HEGO 
Group's role as a production company and the studied cased.  

2.1. The Swedish TV industry 

2.2.1. History 

1956 was the year of the official start of TV-broadcasting in Sweden. Radiotjänst that 
used analogue technique was the official broadcaster, which in 1957 became Sveriges 
Radio (Schulman, 1980). In the late 1960s questions were raised about a second TV 
channel and in 1969 TV2 premiered and the already existing channel became TV1 (SVT, 
2013). The Swedish television industry consisted of only public broadcasted channels, 
funded with license fees, until the cable television was introduced. The cable net 
technology made it possible for everyone with a satellite to watch foreign broadcasts, 
which TV3 used to their advantage, and in 1989 TV3 became the third Swedish channel 
available (TV3, 2013). In 1991 the decision to launch a new third channel through the 
terrestrial distribution, by leasing it to a private company, was resolved and TV4 was 
launched (TV4, 2013).  

In the years to come the industry, and viewers, saw channels like ZTV (1991), TV21 
(1993), TV6 (1994) and TV8 (1997) emerge through the use of the cable net technology. 
The last technical revolution, which paints the picture of today’s industry, is the 
digitalization. Riksdagen (the national legislative assembly in Sweden) decided in 1997 to 
digitize the terrestrial distribution and during 1999-2000 13 channels started to use the 
digitized terrestrial distribution (Konkurrensverket och Radio- och TV-verket, 2009).  

2.2.2. Current situation 

To produce linear TV (time-and-channel-based TV) many actors and functions need to 
be involved. The TV industry has the same goal today as in earlier times, to produce 
program content based on consumers' demand.  

There are three major actors that provide the possibility to produce televised moving 
images:  

• TV-channels 
• Production companies 
• TV-operators.  

The broadcast is also controlled by external broadcasting operators through distribution. 
Production companies sell their programs to the TV-channels as full packages. The same 
production companies can thereby make TV-programs for various TV-channels 
simultaneously, and does not necessarily belong to a specific TV-channel.  

Production companies and TV-channels are therefore dependent on each other for 
continued growth. Production companies need to get their productions distributed while 
TV-channels must respond to consumer demands. 
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2.2.2.1. TV-channels 

Four major players dominate the Swedish TV market in 2013: 
• Sverige Television: SVT1, SVT2, SVT24, SVTB, Kunskapskanalen 
• MTG: TV3, TV6, TV8 etc. 
• Bonniers' TV4-gruppen: TV4, Sjuan, TV4 Sport etc.  
• ProSiebenSat. 1 Medias SBS Broadcasting Group: Kanal 5, Kanal 9 

 
Among the smaller networks we find: Discovery Network, MTVN and Disney who 
altogether only carried 5.3 % of the Swedish TV-market in 2011 (MMS, 2012).  
 
Sveriges Television and Utbildningsradion's channels are funded by the TV license fee in 
Sweden. As the Act (1989:41) on the Financing of Radio and Television public state:  
 
"all households and businesses in Sweden that has a TV-tuner, pay TV-license. The obligation 
to pay the TV-license fee and amount is determined by the Swedish Parliament and operated by 
Radiotjänst in Kiruna AB " (Radiotjänst, 1989) 
 
Other commercial channels are financed by sales of advertising time and sales from 
subscription pay-TV. There are two categories of TV channels: free-TV and pay-TV. 
Free-TV is funded through sales of advertisement time or the Swedish TV license fee. 
Free-TV shall also be available to all, regardless of subscription and payment, by either 
the consumer or the TV operator (e.g. TV4 and SVT). Pay-TV is also divided into two 
categories: Mini-pay and premium pay. Mini-pay is funded from a combination of 
subscription revenues and the sale of advertising time (Viasat). Premium pay is entirely 
subscription-funded (CMORE) (Konkurrensverket och Radio- och TV-verket, 2009). 
 
This means that a TV-channel can be financed primarily through three different business 
models: 

• Budget from TV license fees  
• Revenue from sales of advertisement time  
• Revenue from subscriptions models  
 

In 2008, the estimated total revenue from the three different methods of payment was 
amounted to SEK 16 billion (FCA, 2009).  

2.2.2.2. Production Companies 

Commercial channels are usually not producing the productions themselves.  Instead 
they use external production companies. The definition of a production company, in this 
thesis, is a company focused on producing TV-programs, features, music videos and 
other materials for television. Therefore the production companies carry the 
responsibility of producing good quality content, which the TV-channel choose to buy. 
The same production company can create TV-programs for various TV-channels 
simultaneously, and does not necessarily belong to a specific TV-channel. There are two 
different kinds of production companies: 

• editorial production companies  
• technical-delivery production companies 
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Editorial production companies are responsible for editorial content in production 
and are dependent on the kind of production and necessities a production might include. 
The channel itself can also manage the editorial work. There is no finite definition or rule 
when it is necessary to involve an external editorial production company, it is rather the 
conditions around that determines this. Entertainment productions often use this setup 
due to the greater size of work behind an entertainment program compared to, for 
example, a sports production. Entertainment shows do not have the same continuity 
over a whole season and the setup behind them differ from project to project, which also 
explain the involvement of an external editorial production company. The editorial 
companies sell whole entertainment show packages to the channels, which the channels 
buy and reproduce in their name.  
 
Technical-delivery production companies are needed to technically reproduce a TV-
production into actual TV. Hardware and software solutions created for the productions 
come from contracted external companies, like for example HDR/Mediatech, HEGO 
Group and Ericsson. HDR or Mediatech (pending on contracts) delivers technical 
hardware like cameras and EVS (reprise engines), light solutions and technical supports. 
HEGO Group delivers graphical engines, software solutions and technical support. 
Ericsson carry the responsibility to transmit the actual broadcast and make the 
production available for consumers.  
 
Outside Broadcast (OB)-productions is commonly used during entertainment 
productions where the recording and broadcasting is outside, literarily, off a studio-based 
area. The technical solution for delivery is to mount an OB-bus (in common speech “a 
TV-bus”) at sight and through the bus technically deliver the production. To manage the 
production the OB-bus contains a production studio with departments for every instance 
of a production.  
 

2.2.2.3. TV-operators 

TV-operators are responsible for the actual practice behind a production. The 
production team has different roles and duties. Some of the personnel work through 
their own companies while some are employed behind one of the major technical-
delivery production companies. Editorial and graphical personnel are not needed for all 
productions and are therefore ordered separately for different productions.  

The graphic operators, for the productions of this study, come either from HEGO 
Group or from the channel itself but all graphics, in either case, are run through 
HEGO's engines. For full year productions with simple graphical animations like news 
broadcasts it is more cost efficient to have graphic operators employed by the channels. 
When it comes to more interactive broadcast with interactive live graphical changes 
during production HEGO's personal, which are specialized in the use of the programs, 
designs and hardware solutions needed, are hired.  
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3. HEGO Group 
HEGO Group (HG) is a TV-production and technology development company 
specialized in end-to-end delivery of data, graphics or video for sports events and 
television productions in Sweden and internationally. The company offers complete 
solutions in order to create and enhance live TV productions through software, hardware 
and operator(s) depending on need for delivery. HG has grown to become one of the 
most experienced companies in this field and is a leader in delivery of real-time capture, 
data management and graphic television productions in sports, news and entertainment 
broadcasts.  

Bengt Heyman and Göran Otterström established HG in 1969. The company started out 
as a sports timing company. Headquartered in Stockholm, HEGO Group was the first 
company to develop a running electronic clock in a TV production, 1973. HG has earned 
40 years of experience in providing complete production solutions and other services to 
the broadcast and sports industry. The company has grown large within their field and 
delivers services from smaller to larger international events like the Olympic Games, 
Formula 1 as well as many of the World Championships in several sports (HEGO, 
2012).  

HEGO Group's business focus on two areas:  

• Development of leading-edge real time graphics products and tools 

• Providing full production services in timing, graphics and data management 

3.1. Technology 
HG has three main and fixed technologies, and a timekeeping and data service offering 
for clients and consumers by 2013. These technologies are being used several thousand 
times a year which gives HG unique opportunities to further develop the products 
(HEGO, 2012). 

GFX: GS2/GS3 Graphics Platform is the technology most used in TV-production and 
is an advanced 3D broadcast graphics engine with world leading rendering performances. 
The hardware available is off-the-shelf goods and can therefore be easily modulated 
when newer hardware is developed. The GS2 Graphics Platform is an advance video 
engine capable of handling 12 HD video textures in real-time production. To handle all 
different graphics textures the engine has a built-in multi-channel video server to control 
all signals. The service can also provide touchscreen applications with built-in support 
and offers the production to use interactive graphics services. The touchscreen 
applications are a well-used technology mainly used in sports' production for analyzing 
events. The graphics platform uses open APIs, which support all common file formats, 
which gives the possibility to spread databases and software codes to externals. In 2013 a 
newly updated GS3 platform was established and is the system used for the case in the 
study presented in this thesis.  

GFX: Virtual Graphics is a multiple camera tracking technology developed by HG. 
Through usage of image processing the instrumented cameras are able to track objects 
within a restricted area.  

TRAC: TRACAB Technology is an image processing technology to identify real-time 
positions of all moving objects in a restricted area. The service has no interference with 
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other surrounding productions and is the only true proven tracking solution in the 
current market.  

Especially in sports productions it is of great importance to be able to create complete 
suites of systems for data management and time keeping. HEGO Group's time keeping 
software and hardware makes it is possible for scouted events to be turned to 
collectable data and statistics for all major sports.  

3.2. Organisation 
Management and employees financially own HG who holds 100 full-time employees with 
offices in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark, United Kingdom, USA, Czech Republic 
and Slovak Republic (HEGO, 2012). HG is different from many other production and 
technology development companies in the sense that they are combining technology 
development with operational delivery. By providing graphics operators with the 
technology, HG offers production possibilities for easier improvements and 
customizations on site. By controlling the delivery process end-to-end HG has full 
control of its services and productions. HG delivers over 4000 live productions a year 
with a widespread range from entertainment shows to top studio-based sports magazine 
shows. HEGO Group has also founded the companies TRACAB and 
SPORTSGROUND.  

TRACAB is like HG a production and technology development company but specialized 
in creating real-time digital sports data by using statistic data converted and imported 
from a sports event.  

SPORTSGROUND is a production company specialized in small OB TV-broadcasting. 
Their setup is end-to-end solution carried out in web productions through turning 
traditional TV production into smaller scale ones. 

3.3. HG’s perpetual innovation model 
HG's perpetual innovation model (figure 1) reflects HG’s business model of  services 
and deliveries (figure 2). HG creates products fitted for TV-production, or collecting 
statistics for sport events. Since there are educated staff who manages the materials and 
services the operators will be able to do smaller design changes, for example customize 
graphics signs, on site. HG operates their own products, several thousand times a year 
which gives valuable feedback and unique opportunities to further develop the products.  
 
 

 
 
 
After the services have been used for their 

Figure 1. HG’s Perpetual innovation model Figure 2. HG’s business modell 
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purpose the operators gives direct feedback on the hardware and software usage through 
production reports. HG's developing team can then correct and complement issues that 
did not fulfill its right purpose and also implement new features within the service's 
offering. The same material is being used for other productions and HG is able to 
control its materials and services along the way. By using the perpetual innovation model 
HG group can sell full end-to-end deliveries and still be able to manage the service from 
ordering, actual usage in production and maintaining its functions and purposes. The 
perpetual innovation model becomes attractive since the 3rd parties and clients only need 
to pay a one-time cost for a service that HG takes full responsibility for concerning 
maintenance, quality and operators.  
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4. The study case for this thesis 

4.1. Entertainment productions 
To produce an entertainment production several key parties are needed to work together 
categorized in editorial production, operators and technical-delivery production. 
Entertainment productions are in general produced by an external editorial production 
company and not by a channel itself. As earlier mentioned there are no finite definitions 
or rules for when it is necessary to involve an external editorial production company 
rather the channels themselves decides when it is necessary. A possible explanation 
behind this setup is that editorial contents behind an entertainment production are much 
more complex compared to a news broadcast or a sports production. Editorial 
companies therefore sell whole entertainment show-packages to the channels, which they 
buy and reproduce under their name.  

Editorial personnel will, from an early stage, link up with TV-operators, and in some 
cases even pick specific personnel for different duties to create the setup. In the days 
before an opening night, or day, TV-operators together with editorial personnel rehearse 
the program and will be able to make minor changes at site. In the shows following, the 
production will still rehearse, but only for aesthetic purposes and not for changing the 
created setup.  

To technically produce an entertainment production for TV-broadcasting the production 
needs technical-delivery production companies. This can be achieved either in-house or 
through outside broadcasting (OB). This is decided early during the creation phase and is 
dependent on conditions like space, audience, amount of cameras etc. In larger scale 
entertainment productions the OB setup is most commonly used, where an OB-bus gets 
mounted at production sight. The OB-bus contains a complete production studio with 
departments for every instance of a production and all duties that follow. Technical-
delivery companies therefore create and give both the technical tools and work areas for 
the operators. Except from mounting the bus and create the behind-studio area, the 
technical-delivery productions companies also create the technical setup for all necessities 
like sound, light, cameras and graphics.  

4.2. Let’s Dance 
Let's Dance is live-TV broadcast entertainment shows based on British BBC’s 
production “Strictly come dancing”. Let's Dance 2013 made its 8th season in TV4, the 
second largest channel in Sweden, measured by total numbers of viewers. The live show 
was aired at Fridays 8 pm with 10 shows from the March 29th to May 31st.  

Let's Dance's program idea is to let Swedish celebrities compete against each other in 
ballroom dance, judged by jury scores and viewer calls/votes. Each dance pair consists of 
one celebrity and one professional dancer and will during the competition dance through 
the so called 10-dances.  

The entertainment show begins with 10 pairs and after each show a couple is outvoted, 
after jury scores and viewer votes (except from the first program) until two couples 
remain in the final and a winner is crowned. After each pair has danced in the show they 
are given jury points. The jury consists of three or four judges, who are former 
professional dancers, who will give so called juror awards; 1-10 points per dance.  

Let's Dance is seen as one of the biggest TV-productions during current times in 
Swedish TV-industry and is produced by Mastiff Sweden. The entertainment show has 
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given TV4 several viewer records with its peak 2008 with 2.637 million viewers, the 
highest viewer count for the channel between 2001-2011 (MMS, 2008). Last season, 
2012, the highest viewer count was confirmed to 2.020 million at the final program and 
was the fourth largest production for the channel (MMS, 2012).  

4.3. HEGO Group's role in Let’s Dance  
HG carries two roles in the production - both as a technical-delivery company and as a 
consultant of TV-operators.  

The editorial production company, in this production Mastiff, buys the graphics design 
from another external company, who decides the graphic appearance. HG's role 
becomes to create graphic signs for the TV-production, from already bought designs 
given to HG in regular picture formats (like JPEG or PNG), and also provide graphics 
operators. Before airing a new season for a production HG goes through old reports 
concerning the graphics (given by the operators after each production) and looks for out-
of-order sets and functions. Usually, before a new season the client, in this case Mastiff, 
wants to implement new signs or new design to make the production more appealing. So 
after evaluating the existing graphics and probably fixing last season's issues the 
developers need to implement new signs, designs or functions with the opening night of 
the production as a deadline.  

When it is time for the opening night HG rents graphic operators for operating the 
created graphics. The fronting of signs into production is done through HG's built 
engines, which are mounted to the OB-TV bus at sight of the studio, by the operator. By 
following the entertainment show's setup the graphics operator produces the graphics 
live without any preview. The he only help comes from orders shouted by the multi-
vision director. It is therefore essential for the graphics operator to rehearse the show 
with the other TV-operators and be comfortable with handling the software behind the 
graphics signs. Not only does the graphics operator front signs but during the production 
there are new incoming statistics to be taken care of within the graphics that are of big 
importance for the show. The in- and outflow of information creates a challenging 
environment for the operator who needs to be comfortable handling the system.  

These conditions create the study case since last season’s graphics that fronted jury 
points/numbers gave no safety measures when collecting points while at the same time 
fronting a sign.  

4.4. The new work method 
The most crucial period for the graphics operator during the Let's Dance production are 
when jury points are given. After each dance pair has performed they are given jury 
points. The jury consists of three judges (2013) of old professional dancers who will give 
so called juror awards 1-10 points per dance. When the jury gives points the camera 
changes to a graphics frame which catches a so called 3-picture where the three jury 
members are fronted as well as the dance pair standing in the Green Room. Each jury 
member have point signs from 1-10 which symbolize the amount of points they want to 
give the dance pair for the performance.  

At the same time as the jury give points, through their signs, the graphics frame fills the 
same figures in the frame's lower division of the screen. This is achieved by manual 
operation by the graphic operator. The graphics frame's lower division contains three 
columns of jury scores (one for each judge), a total points column and a last column for 
ranking, ordered after contestants’ scores. In earlier seasons the judges have been able to 
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give the decided points in beforehand to the editorial team and the graphics operator. 
The graphics operator has then calmly been able to find out the scores and with 
confidence front the score within the graphical sign.  

In 2012’s season the production changed studio from SVT's Studio1 to Meter's Magasin 
7 which resulted in a new-structured studio both aesthetically and placement wise. An 
issue occurred after the studio had been built; the studio man would not be able to 
collect jury points without being seen by the program picture camera. The editorial team 
decided that the points would not be previewed for the graphic operator, before the 
actual “real” giving of points in the TV-program. The new conditions came as a surprise 
for HG who needed to create a new software interface for input of points for Let's 
Dance 2012 in haste. The input interface and functioning now needed to handle quick 
inputs of jury points right after they were given. Due to the lack of time for developing a 
new input interface, since the decision and the consequence occurred close before the 
opening night, the interface was not created in an operator-friendly way. The interface 
remarked itself as not operator-friendly because of the non-existing methods when 
correcting wrongly mounted inputs, how to control the system and which work method 
to use.  

These conditions were noticed during season 2012’s production after the newly created 
interface being used.  

When the order came to HG for Let's Dance season 2013 the company remembered the 
unusual condition for an entertainment production and a meeting was set up between the 
graphics operator and the developers. Last season’s (2012) input interface was then 
examined and the decision was made to start from scratch and create a new interface. 
The developers and the graphics operator did work together from an early beginning in 
order to customize a new interface for the mounting of jury points. This work method, 
where both developers and operators work together, is not very common since the 
operators often only works in the field with already fully created graphics interfaces and 
templates of graphics.  

The overall graphic interfaces in HG productions have the same patterns and designs, 
for making the graphical operator used to finding several commonly used functions and 
information. But since this production stands out in the sense of being an entertainment 
production with quick inputs fronted, without previews, directly in the picture, the 
necessity of customizing the system became vital for this case.  
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5. Method  
This chapter will give essential information concerning which methods were chosen for 
the study and their purposes. The described theory features design aspects, activities 
done and the setup behind the work method. This chapter also includes more detailed 
information about the input software interface, the jury-points awards and the graphics.   

5.1. Method theory 

5.1.1. Design theory  

When creating a new interface design it is important to know what the designer and 
operator strive for. It (interface design) starts with an understanding of people: what 
they're like, why they use a given piece of software, and how they might interact with it 
(Tidwell, 2009). This subsection will thereby highlight the specific conditions needed to 
create a good interface design within the context studied. HG’s developers receive 
pictures of the expected graphics and results from the production company. With the 
order given, the developers estimate what programming is needed to be done and start to 
create a software implementation which is the first step in the creation of an interface 
design. Software implementation consists of implementing the requirements and design 
into code, data, and documentation. Software implementation also consists of following 
coding methods and standards (NASA, 2009).  

When the program code and functions are ready the developers need to create a software 
design, which can handle the information the functions deliver. Software design is the 
process of defining the software architecture, components, modules, interfaces, and data 
for a software system to satisfy specified requirements (NASA, 2009). At this state most 
of the substantial work is done concerning the actual creating of graphics signs and an 
interface that can manage the software. The last step is to create an interface design with 
the main focus of satisfying the needs of the operators’ duties and conditions.  

The interface design in this case is a graphical user interface which is a human-computer 
interface that uses windows, icons and menus and which can be manipulated by a mouse 
(and often to a limited extent by a keyboard as well) (Linux Information Project, 2004). It 
is through the interface design the operator uses the implemented software functions to 
front the graphics into the TV-production.  

When creating an interface design it is important that there is a collection of main 
focuses. By having a set of usability principles as guidelines when implementing an 
interface the developers have a framework to refer to. The principles used during the 
study described in this report was the well-used Schneiderman ”Eight Golden Rules of 
Interface design” which were purposed in his and Catherine Plaisent's book Designing 
the User Interface (2009).  

• Strive for consistency 
• Enable frequent users to use shortcuts 
• Offer informative feedback 
• Design dialog to yield closure 
• Offer simple error handling 
• Permit easy reversal of actions 
• Support internal locus of control 
• Reduce short-term memory load 
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Except from following these conditions, which makes the created material consistent, 
there are additional guidelines suggested by the authors. The other set of guidelines give a 
more detailed mind-set when specifically creating software designs. Software architectures 
that facilitate customization of local versions of user interfaces should be emphasized. For example, all 
text (instructions, help, error messages, labels, and so on) might be stored in files, so that versions in other 
languages can be generated with no or little additional programming (Schneiderman, Plaisent, 2009). 

Schneidermans & Plaisent’s guidelines for software designs: 

• Standardize task sequences. Allow users to perform tasks in the same sequence 
and manner across similar conditions.  

• Ensure that embedded links are descriptive. When using embedded links, the link 
text should accurately describe the link's destination.  

• Use unique and descriptive headings. Use headings that are unique from one 
another and conceptually related to the content they describe.  

• Use check boxes for binary choices. Provide a check box control for users to 
make a choice between two clearly distinguishable states, such as "on" or "off."  

By following these guidelines the ultimate goal for the developers is to prevent bad 
interaction designs and wrongful implementations to exist in system. It is on this basis 
the new work method will be tested for its usefulness in this study.  

5.1.2. Design activities  

Since there are a lot of different raw data that can be taken care of there are also a lot of 
methods that can be used. To combine different methods for customizing a research is 
common when preforming a study. In this case both the developers and operators will 
review the results done through different activates. To combine different methods after 
the study’s condition is preferred as Gulliksen, Göransson (2009) discuss in their book 
Användarcentrerad systemdesign.  

When deciding the combination of activities to be carried out in the study some major 
focuses were discussed among the design team before making a true setup. The resulting 
combination for this study is a mixture of Gulliksen & Göransson’s (2001) user oriented 
guidelines with Schneiderman and Plaisent's (2009) recommendations for system 
developers.  

Gulliksen and Göransson’s guidelines for user oriented studies: 

• The work practices of the users control the development. 
• Active user participation throughout the project, in analysis, design, development 

and evaluation. 
• Early prototyping 
• Continuous iteration 
• Multidisciplinary design teams 

Schneiderman and Plaisent’s recomendations for system developers: 

• Increase attention to message design 
• Establish quality control 
• Develop guidelines 
• Carry out usability tests 
• Record the frequency of occurrence for each message 
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Through the combination of user and developer centered guidelines the design team 
decided upon making a set of different activities that will guide the new work method 
presented in this thesis.  

• Evaluation of the existing interface design 
• Create a prototype with the help of the results from the evaluation 
• Evaluate the prototype through the think-aloud method  
• Group discussion to list conclusions to the next prototype 
• Create design proposal 

During the evaluation the think aloud method was used, this for involving the present 
developers to understand the user's thoughts and feelings while testing the prototypes. 
The think aloud method is when you ask your users to perform a test task, but you also ask them 
to talk to you while they work on it. Ask them to tell you what they are thinking: what they are trying to 
do, questions that arise as they work, things they read (C. Lewis and J. Rieman, 1994). The 
method is also listed in Gulliksen, Grandson, Boivie, Blomkvists, Persson and Cajander's 
Key principles for user-centred systems design (Gulliksen et al., 2003) but they call it Think-out 
loud.  

After the activities had been performed improvement suggestions and questions were 
listed for the developers. These notes were taken by the operator for the developers to 
keep, when creating a new prototype, and as material for the group discussion after the 
evaluation.  

The group discussion is for the developers to get a chance to be a part of the evaluation. 
It is a good way for them to collect material for the next prototype and satisfies 
Schneiderman and Plaisent's recommendations for system developers, Develop 
guidelines.  

The last step among the set of activities carried out in the thesis work was to let the 
operator, under supervision of the developers, create a design proposal representation. 
To make a design proposal after the evaluation is an easy way for spreading and 
remember ideas when creating a prototype.  Simple design representations – the design must be 
represented in such ways that it can be easily understood by users and all other stakeholders (Kyng 
1995). This is done through taking screen shots of the interface design and highlight 
parts that need aesthetic changes through orange color (”stands out”) arrows and boxes. 
For an easy design representation it is recommended to use design representations and 
terminology that are easily understood by all users and stakeholders so that they can fully appreciate the 
consequences of the design on their future use situation (Gulliksen et al., 2003).  

With the feedback from the evaluated material, the group discussion and the design 
representation the developers will create an interface prototype ready for new user tests. 
The prototype works as a testing interface for this study, which creates a true work 
environment for the graphics operator and is optimal for evaluation. Prototyping – early and 
continuously, prototypes should be used to visualize and evaluate ideas and design solutions in cooperation 
with the end users (Nielsen 1993, Gould et al. 1997). The prototypes presented for 
evaluations shall be so close to an end product as possible and should reflect how long 
the developers have come based on earlier feedback from evaluations. As the authors of 
Key principles for user-centred systems design suggest should the prototypes should be designed and 
evaluated with real users in context (contextual prototyping) (Gulliksen et al., 2003).  

As suggested should the prototypes start with the conceptual design on a high level and do not 
move on to detail too quickly (Gulliksen et al., 2001). The later ones will thereby cover more 
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detailed improvements and hopefully cover all issues that can occur and make the end 
product as fitting as possible for the described case.  

5.2. The work method and setup 
In the first meeting the graphics operator and the developers started with looking at last 
season’s (2012) interface and examine what positive and negative features the project 
contained. The program managing the graphics in production, called CGC2, is a HG-
created software product. From CGC2 the graphical operator can do design changes, 
control databases statistics, divide graphics into subcategories, use implemented 
functions and front graphics into production.  

When entering the year 2013 HG created a new management program called CGC3, 
which is based on CGC2 with new features for easier implementation of functions. With 
this in mind, being able to use the new HG made program, and the bad conditions of the 
existing interface the decision was made to start the whole project from scratch with 
CGC3. This did not only include the input interface for the jury point-sign but also the 
rest of the graphics signs.  

This thesis will only focus on the issues regarding the jury-point sign since its reported 
errors during 2012’s season. 

The activities done within the new work method (between operators and 
developers):  

• Evaluation meeting concerning the existing input interface in CGC2  
• Developers created Prototype 1 in CGC3 
• Operator evaluates and test Prototype 1, feedback was given 
• Developers created Prototype 2 in CGC3 
• Operator evaluates and test Prototype 2, feedback was given 
• An objective operator evaluates and test Prototype 2, feedback was given 
• Prototype 3 was created for production 
• Group discussion among developers and an objective operator 

When evaluating the prototypes the HCI method Think-aloud-evaluation was used 
where fixed activities were performed to get the graphic operator into the situation of the 
production. By observing the graphic operator’s work the creators of the system was able 
to understand the test persons situation and any issues arising, which might not have 
been obvious during the software development. The information collected from the 
evaluation method is called raw data and helps the developers to get a realistic picture of 
the activities performed. The negative side of this method is the difficulty in performing 
and talking at the same time, which can deceive the results. During the evaluations the 
developers were present and in this way were able to understand the thoughts behind the 
notes taken during the tests.  

In this study the developers are the ones structuring the evaluation by introducing the 
new interface and the operator is the think-aloud test person. The developers are then 
observing while the operator is doing tasks that are directly connected to the setup for 
the production.  

Activities done during the testing of the prototypes: 

• Adding dance pairs to the system 
• Front the DVE-graphics frame 
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• Mount points live to the graphics frame 
• Observe and understand the mounted points in the interface  
• Edit an erroneous input 

After the tasks were performed the operator gave direct opinions from the testing. This 
by first raising questions connected to the interface, later state the improvements (in 
point form) and then a design suggestion. The design proposal was done during 
Prototype 1 and Prototype 2's evaluations, this because of the decision to change 
program from CGC2 to CGC3 after season 2012’s evaluation. The design proposals 
were sketches done based on screen shots taken of the interface.   

The system was tailored for the graphics operator but was, in a last session, evaluated by 
an external operator for controlling objectivity in the study. The last prototype, the third, 
was later used for the opening show March 29th, 2013.  

5.3. Input software interface  
 
The input of jury points is 
made through Custom 
Interface, a subcategory in the 
HG-created programs CGC2 
or CGC3. The Custom 
Interface-function is a well-
used subcategory in graphics 
production for HG's operators 
(figure 3).  
 
 
 

 
 
The Custom Interface-function is mostly used when managing databases and interactive 
information used in graphics production. By always using the Custom Interface tab when 
managing this kind of information the operators get confidence where to find those 
specific graphics.  

Many operators are working with several productions during the same time period and 
by having similar interface design among all projects is therefore of large importance. 
The input software interface for Let's Dance is therefore located in Custom Interface 
where the actual input is made and also the actual fronting of the specific jury-point sign. 
The design work in this study will therefore focus on how to design the Custom 
Interface to make the work for the graphics operator easier.  

5.4. Jury-points awards and graphics  
After a dance pair has performed during the show the pair in question first goes to the 
jury team to get their verbal feedback. Each jury member gets approximately 40 seconds 
each to comment on the dance, followed by applauses. The dance pair in question then 
enters the Green Room where Let's Dance’s hostess greet them, and asks some 
questions. It was during this period of time the studio man, in earlier seasons, would be 
able to collect the jury points in beforehand. But since the change of studio location this 
was not possible, due to the position of the front camera in the Green Room catching 

Figure 3. CGC2’s  Custom interface 
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the jury table in the background. After the questions have been answered by the dance 
pair the hostess asks for the jury points and the picture producer changes camera to a so 
called DVE-framed picture.  

 
The DVE-frame is a background 
graphics frame (Figure 4) with 
video-in channels that makes it 
possible for the picture mixer to 
connect different cameras to the 
specific graphics. In the left side 
video-in the jury members are 
fronted, in the right the dance pair 
and in the lower parts empty boxes. 
The frame's lower division consists 

of three columns of jury scores (one 
for each judge), a total points  
column and a last column with       
ranking, ordered after contestants’    
scores.  

 
When each jury member shows one 
of their point signs in to the picture 
the graphics operator presses the 
same number. The graphics frame 
thereby fills the same figures in the 
in the jury column. At the same 
time the numbers mounted to the 
system of the other columns take 
notice and fills in the sum column 
as well as the placement column 
(figure 5).  
 
 

The multi vision mixer then changes to Green Room camera for some follow-up 
questions by the hostess and then the show goes on. The figures from the jury members 
are saved in the CG2/CG3 system and can later be fronted in other graphics. 

  

Figure 4. DVE-framed graphics 

Figure 5. DVE-framed graphics 
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6. Work and results of the study 
Work and Results of the study will present the activities done during the research. The 
chapter will feature the evaluations of the existing input interface, the design proposals 
and purposed prototypes by the developers.  

6.1. Evaluation meeting of existing input interface 
In the first meeting the graphics operator and the developers started looking at the 
existing input interface in the Custom Interface tab in CGC2 (figure 6).  

 

The group started off by adding two dance pairs through the Matrix tab, which in CGC2 
fits the role as a settings tab. It is through this tab the operator will be able to add tuples 
of information (figure 7).  

 
Figure 7. CGC’s Matrix 

Figure 6. CGC2’s Custom Interface 
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Information added is the dance pairs’ names, telephone numbers for viewers’ voting and 
connected photos to the graphics. This settings file called Scoreboard keep track of the 
points added from the Custom Interface tab and connects them to the graphics (figure 
7). For this evaluation the group added two tuples which symbolized two dance pairs, 
here called Anton & Sigrid and Molly & Calle while also adding telephone numbers 
through the Telenummer -column and connecting photos through the Shortname -column.  
 

After having added the tuples, the group turned to the Custom Interface tab which 
carries the input interface for the jury points, given after the dances.  

 
Figure 8. CGC2’s Custom Interface 

In figure 8 the tuples have been added which can be seen in the rows above under the 
columns Par (pair) and Slutpoäng (final score). There was also a need to point out how 
many dance pairs were added by choosing it under Antal tävlande (amount of contestants); 
here two pairs. The next step was the actual adding of jury points to a dance pair through 
the button Domarpoäng (jury points). When the button was pushed a question popped up 
(figure 9) asking Hur många poäng får Anton_Sigrid? (How many point did Anton_Sigrid 
receive?) the header states Domare 1 ger poäng (Judge no. 1 give points). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Custom Interface 
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At the same time the graphics 
DVE-frame is fronted in the 
graphics without any numbers 
(figure 10). 

 

 

 

 
 

 
2 points were added in the pop-up window and the 
same question was asked with a new updated header 
Domare 2 ger poäng (Judge 2 give points) (figure 11).   
 
 
 
 

 
0 points were mounted both on Domare 2 ger poäng and Domare 3 ger poäng, which is seen in 
figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. CGC2’s Custom Interface 

 

After adding jury points to Anton & 
Sigrid we see that the Slutpoäng -column 
received the correct final total score. 
Under the column Omräknade poäng 
(recalculated points) some kind of 
ranking was stated given to the dance 
pairs. The lowest score was given the 

highest ranking under Omräknade poäng -column. In the graphic DVE-frame we see the 
same figures (figure 13). 

Figure 10. DVE-framed graphics 

Figure 11. Pop-up question  

Figure 13. DVE-framed graphics 
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After the points had been mounted for the specific dance pair the operator tried to edit 
the points (symbolizing an incorrect input), which in the Custom Interface tab seemed 
impossible. Despite different trials the only way to change the numbers was through the 
Matrix tab. This was done by marking the specific number and through clicking under 
the right column and with the keyboard mount a new number (figure 14).  

 

 

 
 

 

6.2. Results of evaluation of existing input interface  
After testing the system by making inputs while at the same time use the think-aloud 
method for evaluating, some questions were raised and opinions on how to improve the 
system and the input interface were gathered. Since HG can use the same functions 
although changing program from CGC2 to CGC3 the question and opinions raised 
mainly concerned what needed to be changed. The unmodified working functions can be 
used with slight setting changes directly into the new CGC3.  

Questions raised during testing 

Q1. Why state in both tabs amount contestants?  

Q2. Which of the two input dance pairs would the system choose first?  

Q3. How does the column “Omräknade poäng” work? Why using the specific 
column? 

Q4. What happens if an operator changes his/her mind, that is, want to correct 
mistakes? 

 

Proposed improvements for Prototype 1 

• Be able to see the numbers pressed for each judge 

• Be able to mark which dance pair to choose before mounting figures 

• Be able to correct a mistake under control 

• Be able to mark a specific number from a setup of numbers before mounting 

• Be able to change name of headers when mounting awards 

• Not to have “Förra” -column so close to “Slutpoäng” -column 

• Not rank the dance pairs hierarchy in Custom Interface after their final score, but 
instead use the running order 

 
 
 

Figure 14. CGC2’s Matrix 
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Group discussion 
After the first test, the group worked together in answering the questions raised.  

Q1 is due to an old extra precaution function in the program and the choice was decided 
to be erased from the Custom Interface.  

The answer to Q2 was that the dance pair chosen first was hierarchically ordered after 
the matrix input order. Therefore, if a wrongly made input was mounted to the program 
the Custom Interface will proceed after that wrong order. If also a wrong input was 
made the operator will not be able to see it until pressing “Domarpoäng” and there 
noticing the header.  

The discussion about Q3 was focused on the column's purpose and understanding of 
ranking, without really finding a true meaning. “Omräknade poäng” was then decided to 
be erased from the interface.  

When trying to answer Q4 different trials were made to change a number in Custom 
Interface. It works for the last made input. But when trying to correct an error after a 
while the system failed. The only way was by going back to the Matrix tab and manually 
find the right “box” and fill in the right number. This is not an optimal way of changing 
data since it requires the operator to press several keys and it takes long time in a time-
pressured situation. The optimal place for editing should therefore be within the Custom 
Interface tab.  

The improvements noted were discussed within the evaluating group and the developers 
used them as guidelines for creating Prototype 1. Among the improvements most of the 
participants were concerned about how to make every instance individual. This helps the 
graphic operator to reinsure all information to be correct before fronting the DVE-
framed graphics. This was solved by creating an interface that previews or marks every 
input made by the operator. The rest of the improvement suggestions mainly concerned 
aesthetic features.  
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6.3. Prototype 1 
After the first evaluation meeting between developers and operators, where the operator 
got the chance to test last season’s (2012) interface, the developers created Prototype 1. 
By using the think-aloud method improvements could be suggested, questions were 
raised and discussed. The developers then developed a new interface called in this study 
Prototype 1 for the operator to test and give criticism on.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Since the new interface was developed in the new HG-made program CGC3 the 
different tabs have been moved from an earlier vertical to a horizontal position on the 
top of the interface. Since there are no added dance pair into Custom Interface the 
interface is “empty” (figure 15). But by reading the headers of columns it is noticeable 
that Custom Interface has a similar structure as before.  

The columns “förra” and “omräknande poäng” have been erased as well as overflowing 
functions not in use during the first evaluation. These functions did not carry any 
noticeable purpose, which resulted in their removal. New buttons have also been 
introduced; “Sätt aktiv” “Ge poäng” “Uppdatera” and “Namn dans”.  

Addition of a dance pair to the interface is made like before in the earlier program 
CGC2, through the Matrix tab. Here the different tabs, to be filled with information, are 
easily understood by their headers.  

Notable in the Matrix tab are the removals of columns of judge awards and statistics. 
Instead there are just a few columns to register, for the dance pair to be added to the 
Custom Interface tab. Instead of being ranked after the tuple's position compared to the 
others under the settings file in the Matrix tab, the system considers the dance pair’s 
mounted telephone number instead. The voting telephone numbers in the show 
addresses the order in which the dance pair shall perform, which the system can 
consider. The last two digits in the voting number 099-414 XX can therefore be scanned 
by the system and order the dance pair, within the interface, after the same order as the 
show. 

  

Figure 15. Prototype 1’s Custom Interface 
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Figure 16. Prototype 1’s Matrix 

In the Matrix tab the pairs Kent & Rolf, Bengt & Inga Jill, Ove & Ingrid, Sune & Kramer have 
been added and can then be mounted into the Custom Interface (figure 16). By pressing 
the “Uppdatera”- button (figure 17) the Matrix tab is read and the dance pairs are shown 
in Custom Interface (figure 19). The order of the dance pairs is created by the system 
through scanning the last two digits in their voting telephone number and thereby 
guarantee the same order as in the show.  

To select one of the dance pairs, for the purpose of assigning points, the operator need 
to press the button “Sätt aktiv”(figure 18) and from the pop-up window choose a dance 
pair.  

 

    

   

 

 

 

From the selection window the 
graphics operator chooses which 
pair to award points (figure 19). 
This results in a yellow marking 
of the dance pair in question in 
the interface, which symbolizes 
the active pair. Marking the 
round-box makes it possible to 
choose between the rounds. 
When adding points, the rest of 
the dance pairs will follow the 
past round-order and therefore it 
is important to change round in the system when the show does the same.  

When a dance pair is selected the operator can award the jury awards by pressing the “Ge 
poäng” -button (Figure 20). 

Figure 17. Uppdatera –button in Prototype 1’s  
Custom Interface 

Figure 19. Prototype 1’s Custom Interface 

Figure 18. Sätt aktiv –button in Prototype 1’s  
Custom Interface 
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A selection window pops up 
containing the numbers from 1 
to 10. When pressing a number 
at the hardware keyboard the 
number is being marked at the 
selection window. The 
individual window represent one 
judge and after marking a 
number and pressing Enter at 
the keyboard or the OK-button 
(with the mouse) the number is 
mounted in the system. After 
the first judge award have been 
part of the input, the same 
window pop ups again 
representing the second jury 
member. The operator follows 

the same procedure as well for 
the third selection window pop-
up.  

 

Seen in the Custom Interface tab 
the selected pair Kent & Rolf 
received 4 points mounted by the 
operator (Figure 21).  

 

 

 

 

 

The same procedure was done under the column “Omg 2” with 3 points to check that 
both rounds could be considered within Custom Interface (Figure 22).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Prototype 1’s Custom Interface 

Figure 22. Prototype 1’s Custom Interface 

Figure 21. Prototype 1’s Custom Interface 
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When trying to edit mounted numbers the 
noticeable first fact was the removals of the earlier 
editable columns under the Matrix tab. As 
mentioned in the first evaluation it was of big 
necessity to have an editable view under the 
Custom Interface tab for quick correction with few 
keystrokes. Instead the operator in Prototype 1 could now edit the total score for the 
round by marking the selected score and press Enter. The following pop-up window 
appears (Figure 23) first marked with the number selected and by pressing a new number 
the earlier mounted judge award will be overwritten.  

When changing the round score the number under the column “Totalt” is as well 
changed in a mathematically correct way.  

6.3.1. Results from evaluation of Prototype 1 

After the graphics operator had been using the new Prototype 1 system in CGC3 under 
observation by the developers, an evaluation report was made for the developers in order 
for them to be able to improve the system. Many issues that were raised during the first 
evaluation of season 2012's CGC2 system had been improved, like for example being 
able to mark a specific pair before inputs and see the selected number before pressing it 
etc. But some issues raised were not fixed, especially concerning being able to 
individually choose different instances like fronting the DVE-frame, choosing judges 
manually and enable individual editing among judge scores right after input. Prototype 1 
was not planned to be the final interface and with the help of the feedback from the 
evaluation and group discussion the developers did create Prototype 2.  

The results of the evaluation of Prototype 1 went through the same steps as the 
evaluation of the last season’s (2012) interface with questions raised and listing of 
improvement issues. Since the operator now had an interface to assume from a new 
design suggestion could be made. By marking screen shots with orange boxes and arrows 
at the interface the graphic operator could suggest design and appearance changes.   

Questions raised during testing of Prototype 1: 

Q1. Why having a button “Namn dans” which just state the same thing seen in the 
main interface? 

Q2. Why contain other function like “Telefonskylt” and “Poängskylt” in Custom 
Interface? It has nothing to do with the mounting of jury points.  

Q3. What happens if an operator changes his/her mind, that is, want to correct 
mistakes? 

Q4. Is it possible to select dance pair, select judge, ask for the selection window and 
front the graphics DVE-frame at the same time? 

Q5. Is it possible to lock-in a round, in the sense of only choosing one round to 
prevent from mistakenly pressing the wrong round?  

 

Figure 23. Prototype 1’s editing pop-up 
selection window 
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Proposal for improvements for Prototype 2: 

• Be able to see all judge awards within the interface 

• Be able to actively choose different judges when mounting numbers instead of a 
set of selection windows 

• Be able to edit individual judge scores right after input 

• Front the graphics DVE-frame externally without having to push the button “Ge 
poäng” 

• Change the header names on the pop-up selection windows to the contestants' 
name 

• Keep the “Nedräkningsklocka” under the Custom Interface tab like it was in the 
earlier interface in CGC2 

Group discussion 
When meeting the developers after Prototype 1's operator evaluation the questions were 
first discussed, the proposed improvements and a design proposal. For Q1 the answer 
was simple. The reason behind “Namn dans” was that it was used during the 
programming phase to check that the dance pairs added in the Matrix tab found its way 
to the Custom Interface. Its purpose would in a production environment be non-useful 
and therefore taken away for Prototype 2.  

Regarding Q2, the reason behind graphics functions like “Telefonskylt” and 
“Poängskylt” were discussed and since they are not used more than twice each show they 
were judged to be unnecessary for the Custom Interface tab which concerns graphics 
used frequently.  

Q3 had already been discussed during the first evaluation, but since then the whole 
interface had been changed. For Prototype 1 a newly structured measure was 
implemented where the operator could edit the total score for the round by marking the 
round-total score. One aspect was not considered, and that was the possibility to edit the 
individual judges' scores.  

For Q4 a ready-programmed function was discussed which could select a dance pair, 
front the DVE-frame graphics, select the first judge and ask for a selection window at 
the same time. Among the things discussed were the reasons for this, the time-pressure 
and the precaution behind creating an instance performing that much with just one 
keystroke. It was decided not to be implemented, due to too many automatic functions 
needed to work together while the operator at the same time should be in control.  

Next question, ordered as Q5, was discussed and everyone agreed upon making a 
settings-function that could lock-in a round to prevent mistakenly pressing scores to the 
wrong round. A settings option will therefore be added for the next prototype under the 
Matrix tab where the operator can choose if the dance pairs will dance one or two 
rounds.  

Later the improvements were discussed and most of the points raised concerning making 
as many instances and choices individual as possible under the Custom Interface tab. 
This in order to give the operator as much interface information as possible by making 
all the choices manual and get a visual response. Two of the improvements concerned 
visual information, which are the individual judge scores and the header names on the 
selection windows, were not included in the interface. By collecting the judge score 
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information within the interface, the system can visually give information what had been 
mounted.  

In Prototype 1 when the “Ge Poäng” -button had been pressed, the selection window 
pops up with an ordered judge as well as the DVE-framed graphics for the already 
selected dance pair. In an optimal production this procedure would be convenient, but in 
real life there are a lot of input under time-pressure for the operator and if the mounted 
point is incorrect the system would be hard to stop. Therefore it is necessary to manually 
make the judge selection as well, the DVE-framed function fronting the graphics. But 
the most important issue is to make the mounted individual judge awards scores editable 
during the procedure of mounting points.  

In the design proposal the same edit function working under Prototype 1's round score 
was suggested which keeps the information and functionality within Custom Interface 
still under operator's control. For the last proposed improvement the 
“Nedräkningsklocka”-button (countdown clock) was suggested to be kept by the 
developers under the Custom Interface tab like it was on 2012's seasons interface. It did 
not primarily concern this study but since it will be included in the Custom Interface at 
least needs to be mentioned due to its visual appearance in forthcoming Custom 
Interface prototypes.  

6.3.2. Design proposal for Prototype 2 

 
 

Most of the ideas behind the new design proposal were discussed during the evaluation, 
but as a reference when creating Prototype 2 the developers received a design proposal 
made by the operator. As discussed, the most significant interface changes are removals 
of the buttons “Sätt aktiv”, “Namn dans”, “Telefonskylt” and “Poängskylt”. Since 
“Telefonskylt” and “Poängskylt” are only fronted in the show once or twice each they 
did not need to exist under the Custom Interface tab. The “Ge poäng” -button was also 
removed. Instead of fronting the DVE-framed graphics at the same time as the selection 
window pop-up, their functionalities instead should be manually mounted by the 

Figure 24. Design proposal for Prototype 2 
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operator. During the questioning round “Name dans” was also discovered to not doing 
anything useful for the graphics production and was thereby also removed (figure 24). 

Other suggestions from the design proposal is a possible way of keeping the judge scores 
within the interface while at the same time being able to edit the scores. In the proposal 
the idea concerning the editing functions contained the same structure as when editing 
the round score. Every dance pair's individual judge score will thereby be visually seen 
and by marking the specific box the operator will be able to edit the mounted figures.  

When adding the dance pairs their voting telephone numbers were mounted as well 
within the specific dance tuples. The idea behind seeing the column “Tel” is due to that 
the order of the dance pairs are decided after the numeric order of telephone numbers. 
By keeping the numbers in the interface the operator has a reference to the order of the 
dance pairs through the show. Though it would be better, placement wise, to not keep 
the column so close by the total score column. The design proposal therefore suggested 
to place the “Tel” column as far away from the total column as possible.  
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6.4. Prototype 2 
During the earlier evaluation the operator got the chance to test the system while using 
the think aloud method and also an opportunity to sketch a new prototype. By using the 
results and feedback from the evaluation the developers created Prototype 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 25. Prototype 2’s Custom Interface 

 
In the main interface under the Custom Interface tab there are noticeable changes in the 
appearance, compared to the previous prototype (figure 25).  

• The “Ge poäng”, “Namn dans”, “Poängskylt” and “Telefonskylt” -buttons have 
been erased 

• The judges have got their own columns which can be named with underlying 
mountable boxes 

• The columns “Totalt” and “Tel” have got new designs that stand out from the 
dance pair -columns.  

• A neon blue colour is introduced in the interface for marking the round 
• A countdown clock is implemented with an ending sound 
• A new “Sätt aktiv” (turn active) -button have been introduced for fronting the 

DVE-framed graphics 

The evaluation started like the 
previous ones with adding dance 
pairs to the empty system. To add 
a dance pair the operator starts 
out with changing tabs to the 
Matrix tab. 

Under the Matrix tab the setup is 
the same, compared to Prototype 
1 (figure 26). The operator added 
the dance pair through mounting 
the dance pairs' names under the 
column “Namn”, their telephone 
number “Telefon” and their 
photo tag through “SMS”.  

 

Figure 26. Prototype 2’s Matrix 
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This was performed with following the result (Figure 27): 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

During Prototype 1's evaluation this question was raised: “Is it possible to lock-in a 
round, in the sense of only choosing one round to prevent from mistakenly pressing the 
wrong round?” The developers took the feedback and made a new-implemented setting 
in purpose to lock-in a round (figure 28). The system will therefore in this prototype 
ignore numbers that have not been chosen through the settings-selection under the 
Matrix tab.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28. Prototype 2’s Matrix 

Under the region “Round” the operator can either choose to write “0” or “1”. When the 
“0” digit is mounted the system will only consider round 1 during input of jury points. If 
“1” is mounted the system will 
consider both rounds.  

Another new setting under the 
Matrix tab is the domare-selection 
setting where the operator can 
mount the judge's names both for 
the DVE-frame graphics and the 
interface itself (figure 29).  

When these three steps are done, 
all activities are done under the 
Matrix tab. To get the mounted information to the Custom Interface the operator have 
to press the “Uppdatera button in the same way as with Prototype 1 (figure 30).  

Figure 27. Prototype 2’s Matrix 

 

Figure 29. Prototype 2’s Matrix 
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As with Prototype 1 the dance pairs order themselves under 
Custom Interface after the numeric order of their voting 
telephone number, which reinsure the same order as the 
information added under the Matrix tab.  

The information is now mounted to the main interface and the next step is to award jury 
points to the dance pairs. This is made through a new setup since the “Ge poäng” -
button has been removed from the interface.  

The first step is an individual selection of which dance pair 
that will receive jury awards, done through the “Sätt 
aktiv”(turn active) –button (figure 31).                                                                              

                                                                                           
When pressed, a selection window is fronted with the mounted dance pairs names in a 
list form, to be selected from. When selected a yellow marker marks the dance pair 
within the interface, which symbolizes the dance pair in question that will receive points. 
In this example has Håkan & Jeanette been chosen (figure 32). 

 

 
 

Figure 32. Prototype 2’s Custom Interface 

In default mode the system chose round 1, which can be changed through marking the 
header of the columns, symbolized by the blue color. The DVE-framed graphics need to 
be fronted before adding points, through pressing the button “Visa domarskylt” and the 
empty DVE-framed graphics is then fronted.  

 

 

Figure 30. Uppdatera –button   
Custom Interface 

Figure 31. Sätt aktiv –button   
Custom Interface 
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Figure 33. Prototype 2’s Custom Interface 

The specific judge has been chosen, the dance pair selected and the graphics is fronted 
(figure 33). When these steps are done the operator is ready for jury award inputs. To 
mount a jury award the operator can, in this prototype, use three different methods to 
mark points and thereafter press “Enter”: 

• arrow keys 
• number keys 
• the mouse 

The most convenient in a real live production is to first mark the points with the number 
keys (the blue line), observe the chosen number, and then press Enter. The selection 
window closed after input and the underlying box filled the same numbers.  

In this case 1 point was mounted to Håkan & Jeanette by the judge 
Dermot. That is seen in the interface in the underlying box as well as the 
total score for round 1 (figure 34).  

 

 

To add more jury points the operator marked the next judge Ann and thereafter pressed 
Enter for the selection window. Here is 2 points are marked and will be executed. 
Another 2 points had been added to the dance pair, which can be seen within the 
interface, and it is time for the last judge Tony to give jury points. 3 points were mounted 
from the judge and the dance pair has received a full round's points (figure 35).  

Figure 34. Judge score – 
Button Custom 

Interface 
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Figure 35. Prototype 2’s Custom Interface 

The total score for the selected round was then updated after the points given. The same 
procedure was done during the second round with same results. Next in activity during 
the evaluation of Prototype 2 was to edit mounted judge scores.  

There were two ways of editing, either the individual judge score or the round score. To 
edit a judge point the operator marked the point that needed to be changed and pressed 
Enter. The same selection window used when mounting points appears and the operator 
can make another input. In this case Dermot's “1” point is changed to “2” (figure 36).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36. Prototype 2’s Custom Interface 
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After the newly changed input the rest of the system updates automatically, which can be 
seen under the round score as well as the total score (figure 37).  

 

Figure 37. Prototype 2’s Custom Interface 

To edit the round score the operator marked the incorrect round score and pressed 
Enter.  

 
A pop-up window appeared (figure 38) and the operator could, through the number slots 
on the keyboard, edit the number mounted to the specific post (figure 39). In this 
evaluation the current “7” points are overwritten by “0”. Which is seen under the round 
score column as well as the total score (figure 40).  
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 35. Prototype 2’s Custom Interface 

Figure 38. Prototype 2’s Custom Interface 

 

Figure 39. Prototype 2’s  
editing pop-up selection window 
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Since the new system in Prototype 2 contained a very different setup compared to the 
previous interface a work-method list was created to describe how the operator should 
work when receiving points during the show: 

1. Select active dance pair through “Sätt aktiv” and their name selection option 

2. Front the DVE-framed graphics by pushing “Visa domarskylt” 

3. Select judge by pressing their specific underlying box 

4. Selection window pops up 

5. Operator marks and presses specific judge’s jury points 

6. Selection window closes, operator chooses the next judge  

7. Same procedure is done for the two other judges 

8. To edit an input the operator marks the incorrect input, presses and through 
selection window chooses the correct number 

9. To change round the operator select the correct “Omg X”  

  

6.4.1. Results from evaluation of Prototype 2 

After the graphic operator had used the new Prototype 2 system in CGC3 under 
observation by the developers, an evaluation was made. Since using Prototype 1 a lot of 
changes was done. From an aesthetic point of view buttons like “Ge poäng”, “Namn 
dans”, “Poängskylt” and “Telefonskylt” disappeared. The judges got their own columns 
and “Sätt aktiv” had been introduced to the system. The results from the evaluation was 
treated in the same way as the evaluation of Prototype 1's interface, with questions raised 
and proposals for improvement given.  

During the evaluation there was only one questions raised since the new prototype 
followed the guidelines from Prototype 1's evaluation and since the system satisfied the 
needs of the show and operator.  

 

Figure 40.  Prototype 2’s Custom Interface 
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Questions raised during testing: 
1. When entering a new round score, can the judge’s scores be erased?  

 
Proposed improvements for Prototype 3: 

• Change the header “SMS” under the Matrix tab to another header with a 
convenient name 

• Change the settings function to lock-in a round with numbers “1”, “2” instead of 
“0”, “1” 

• Erase the leftover round columns 
• Erase the leftover judge slot 

 
Group discussion: 

The only question raised during this evaluation was about the possibility to erase the 
judge inputs when entering a new round score. Even though the operator changed the 
round score, the active dance pair's judge points is still fronted in the judge row. In a real 
live production scenario, if a round score needs to be modified, it would be an advantage 
for the judge’s underlying information to be erased.  

This was discussed among the group and everybody understood the thoughts behind the 
remark. However a decision was made not to change it since it is just a minor aesthetic 
flaw with the system. To change it could possibly destroy other implemented well-
functioning features within the interface. Should the problem occur the operator must be 
aware of the situation and ignore old-mounted scores. Otherwise, before modifying the 
round, the operator could change active dance pair and in that way remove old scores.  

The proposed improvements were then discussed. The first proposal about the header 
“SMS” under the Matrix tab was decided to be changed to something more convenient. 
Different header names were discussed and since that column connects the dance pair’s 
photos to the graphics the suitable header name was decided to be “Foto” (photo).  

The next proposal was about the settings function under the Matrix tab. Instead of 
locking a round with the numbers “0”, “1” instead use "1", "2" should be used instead.. 
The reason is simple since when adding the digit “0” in the settings, the system reads the 
first round. “1” represents two rounds of dances and the system will thereafter consider 
both columns of points. To therefore change the settings function from instead of 
noticing the digits “0”, “1” notice “1”, “2” will remove any risk of misunderstanding by 
the operator.  

The following proposal, to erase the leftover round columns and erase the extra judge 
slot boxes were discussed. Those are in reality only slighter aesthetic changes that are 
required to be modified. Since the leftover buttons are so close by the other similar 
buttons it will give a better interface design to remove them and also make more space 
for the working functions and buttons.  
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6.4.2. Design proposal for Prototype 3 

 
 

Figure 41. Prototype 3’s design suggestion 

In the new design proposal suggested by the operator there were just a few aesthetic 
changes requested to be done. As mentioned under the proposed improvements for 
Prototype 3 the leftover round columns and extra judge slot boxes are not in use and 
therefore can be removed from the interface. To simplify the system for the operator it 
should be a priority, and the removal prevents mistakes from happening. In addition to 
the removals there were no other changes in the design proposal, compared to Prototype 
2, for the upcoming Prototype 3 (figure 41).  

6.4.3. Evaluation of Prototype 2 by an objective operator 

Since this study tried a new work-method it is important to involve other objective 
personnel who can check the quality of the work done. The study and project itself is a 
close collaboration between the operator and the developers. The work done could result 
in a too tailored system after the operator’s and developers’ wills and wishes. To involve 
another external control of quality gives the project more validity from a scientific point 
of view.  

The objective operator who tested the interface had been working with Let's Dance 
during season 2011 and had a long experience with graphics in entertainment production. 
The same fixed activities carried through earlier evaluations were done by the objective 
operator. After the test the operator made a more specific evaluation, not only 
concerning what can be improved to next prototype, but also positive and negative 
aspects of the interface. The objective operator was then given questions to be answered 
concerning the new work-method and the resulting interface. 

Like in earlier evaluations the objective operator started by adding dance pairs, their 
phone number and added “0” in the settings-function under the Matrix tab. By pressing 
“Uppdatera” the operator transferred the information mounted to Custom Interface tab. 
The objective operator then changed to Custom Interface tab where the operator 
selected active dance pair, fronted the graphics and started adding points. This was done 
for several pairs under both rounds (settings-function changed before) and thereafter 
started editing mounted numbers. This was done both for the judge point slots and the 
different round scores. After the testing round the objective operator started to answer 
questions about the system, its functionality and its design: 
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What positive aspects does the interface contain? 

“I like that all the information in graphics used to present voting information is all set in 
one matrix. This makes it very easy for the operator to make sure that all the information 
is correct. It is also a much safer option that information comes from one place instead 
of several different.” 

“The Custom interface section looks very clean and it is easy to get a view of the 
different things going on. One very positive thing in Prototype 2 is that the current dance 
pair and round is highlighted. This makes it extra clear for the operator where the points 
will be added. Previous years we have had a matrix where all the points dropped in after 
being presented. There you could monitor that the correct amounts of points were given 
and you could also edit the matrix if needed. The ability to edit already given points in 
the custom interface section takes away one step in the editing process and makes it 
more efficient.” 

What negative aspects does the interface contain? 

“I like the idea of a setting that sets if the first or both rounds is active. But I think that it 
would be easier for the operator to have a toggle bar in the custom interface that sets if it 
should be 0 or 1. That way you could monitor which setting you are currently on, while 
choosing round and giving points.“ 

“When I was the operator on Let's dance I remember that one critical point in the 
production was right after the jury points had been handed out and you were supposed 
to put out graphics with the voting information. From the production crew's point of 
view this is a very important time in the show where a lot of people call in to vote and 
therefor they want the graphics straight away. I first had to take the DVE-graphics out 
and then switch to the playlist section, which seems to be the case still.”  

What can be improved? 

“I still think there are a few things that you can add in the custom interface section to 
improve the system. Things happen very quickly in live-TV productions and especially in 
this show. When time is crucial my opinion is that as an operator you want to press as 
few buttons and move around between different tabs as little as possible. If you would 
add more buttons in the custom interface you would not have to switch between the 
custom interface and the playlist and that would make the whole process a lot quicker 
and safer.” 

“Since there is still a lot of space in the custom interface section I think a big 
improvement would be to add a preview table somewhere that show exactly how the 
standings graphic would look like. There you could also add a button that links to 
standing graphics.” 

Is this work-method a suitable way of solving tailored interface design for 
operators? 

“I think that this work method is a very good way to go because it combines two 
different ways to think. A developer often lacks the experience of being "out on the 
field" as much as an operator lacks the knowledge of programming so combining the 
two in the early stage will surely save a lot of time later on.” 

Is it preferred from an operator angle to be early involved in the development? 
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“I think this is much preferred from an operator’s point of view. This way the operator 
can suggest and get their wishes into the project right away instead of after a few shows 
in to the season.” 

 

Can this presented new work-method be improved in its execution? 

“The issue might be that different operators have different ways of working and may 
prefer different looks and functions in the software. To unite the operators and together 
design a framework of how graphic productions interfaces should look like could 
therefore help.”  
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6.5. Prototype 3  
After the main operator and the objective operator's evaluation on Prototype 2 the 
developers created the final prototype, which was used at the opening show of March 
29th, 2013. The final prototype, here called Prototype 3, is a result of four evaluations, 
three of them done by the main operator and one by from an objective operator at HG. 
When evaluating Prototype 2 both the main operator and external operator raised 
questions for the same improvements, which mainly concerned only minor parts of the 
already developed system and interface. Therefore, when presenting Prototype 3 in this 
report, it will not be with the same level of detail in pictures as the previous descriptions 
of what have been done during the evaluation rounds. The same scheme of activities had 
been done and tested but since most of the functionality behind the system is unchanged 
the evaluation mainly concerned the newly implemented features of Prototype 3.  
 

 
 

Figure 42. Prototype 3’s Custom Interface 

As mentioned above by both the main operator and the objective operator during the 
evaluations the leftover functions and slots were removed for the final prototype. The 
prototype's interface contained more space, which removed the risk of mistakenly 
pressing the wrong button. In addition to the leftover removals there are no changes 
from previous prototype under the Custom Interface tab (figure 42). 

Under the Matrix tab there a two changes to the previous prototype, the settings-
functions input content and the change of the photo header. In the settings-function, 
instead of referring to “0” representing one round and “1” representing two rounds, the 
new prototype uses a more convenient content for the referring. In Prototype 3 the 
settings-function now instead recognize the digits “1” representing one round while “2” 
tells the system it needs to consider two different rounds. The operator mounted “1” 
into the specific slot and the system considered one round's statistics (figure 43). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43. Round setting Matrix 
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In the domare-function the name of the judges are mounted under Matrix tab (figure 44). 

In the settings-function the old header “SMS” have been removed for a more convenient 
name “Foto” since that specific column connects the dance pairs’ photos to the graphics. 
Besides the change of the header there are no changes from previous prototype. The 
dance pairs are mounted with information for the different tuples (figure 45).  
 

 
Figure 45. Prototype 3’s Matrix 

All the activities connected to the Matrix tab have been done and the operator transfers 
the information to the Custom Interface tab through the “Uppdatera”-button (figure 46).  

 

 

Figure 44. Prototype 3’s Matrix 

Figure 46. Uppdatera –button   
Custom Interface 

Figure 47. Sätt aktiv –button   
Custom Interface 
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Figure 49. Giving points 
Custom Interface 

 

Operator selected the active dance pair by the “Sätt aktiv”-button and added jury points 
(figure 47). The same setup behind Prototype 2's mounting of points is carried out for 

the new prototype and the interface thereafter handles the points mounted.  

 
 
After points have been mounted to Håkan & Jeanette  
the operator started to edit the mounted points. As   
with the previous prototype, the operator can either  
mark the specific judge score or round score to change  
the numbers (figure 48). 
 

When pressing the specific judge slot the same selection  
window of numbers fronted when mounting points  
appears. The operator thereafter marks the specific  
point with the number keys and adds the new specific  
judge point to the statistics (figure 49). 
 

 

When instead marking and pressing the specific 
round score another window appears since the 
points from 1 to 10 might not include round score 
(figure 50). 
 
 

 

The operator could thereafter write a new total score that was considered by the system. 

Figure 48. Prototype 3’s Custom Interface 

Figure 50. Editing round score 
Custom Interface 
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6.5.1. Results from evaluation of Prototype 3 

After testing Prototype 3 the system felt solid. The difference between previous interface 
Prototype 2 and the last evaluated Prototype 3 were only minor. The changes made, for 
the most part, only concerned small aesthetic views within the interface and the settings-
function's input numbers. Since there were no changes in functionality the setup behind 
the mounting of points was well known and the tests went smoothly without any 
interruptions. During the evaluation there were no questions or proposed improvements 
noted by the operator. Even when trying to trick the system by doing changes in the 
deltagare-function within the Matrix tab after mounted points, the system still considered 
the points highlighted through the settings-function.  

The objective operator who evaluated Prototype 2 mentioned some improvements like 
adding more previews to the Custom Interface look. This was discussed before 
Prototype 3's implementation especially when making the round setting and the ranking 
of participant points viewable in the interface. But since both the developers and the 
operator agreed on making the Custom Interface more airy compared to its original 
design it was decided not to add more windows to the specific tab.  

All the test exercises were executed without any problems, which was expected since 
there were only smaller, interface changes made compared to Prototype 2. During the 
objective operator’s evaluation the same feeling was expressed since a lot of issues were 
fixed after Prototype 1's evaluation and the setup behind the mounting had been 
unchanged.  

After performing the evaluation exercises the operator and developers decided that 
Prototype 3 would be the final version and the system would thereby be ready for the 
production. This was planned from the early stages of the project, but if the case were 
different with Prototype 3 the group would be ready to make another prototype, called 
Prototype 4. When the system was decided to be final the group integrated the different 
graphics interfaces and functions to one united set of graphics.  

Thereafter the developers pasted all the other graphics like name, telephone, 
presentations lists, result lists-signs to the Playlist tab, which did not interfere with 
Custom Interface tab interface. All the signs were again tested after the last 
implementation and everything worked after their different purposes. The system which 
had become a new complete software package were thereafter uploaded to the specific 
graphics machine engine, its back up engine and also HG's project server, were HG's 
personnel can find all graphics software.  
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6.6. Work method evaluation meeting  

6.6.1. Setup 

Since the work-method used, where operator and developers in an early stage start to 
customize a graphics interface for a specific production, have not been used before at 
HG, the group gathered (included the objective operator) to evaluate the method after 
accepting Prototype 3 as the version to use.  

First the developers freely discussed the work method and their reflections towards the 
specific situation, thereafter the objective operator and last the main operator gave their 
views.  

After the free discussion from different perspectives of roles the individuals started to 
answer questions connected to the work done.  

Questions discussed during the work method evaluation meeting: 

Q1. What positive aspects does this work-method contain? 

Q2. What negative aspects does this work-method contain? 

Q3. What can be improved with this work-method? 

Q4. Is this work-method a suitable way of solving tailored interface design for 
operators? 

Q5. Is it preferred from a developer/operator angle to collaborate with 
developers/operator in an early stage of the project? 

Q6. Can this new work-method be used for future graphics implementations? 

After discussions the group started to state conclusions about the work method and its 
future for upcoming graphics implementations at HG.  

6.6.2. Evaluation meeting 

In the first part of the work method evaluation meeting the developers started out by 
freely talk about their opinions concerning the new work method. From their angle the 
difference between developing alone contra developing with the operator's supervision is 
very different. The workload itself is the same since the end product is the same and they 
are usually creating different test prototypes before creating the final graphics 
production. A difference when creating a tailored system for the operator with the 
person's supervision is the longer time the activities take when starting a project. Since 
the operator is not available all time during the development and is needed for evaluating 
the prototypes, the whole project takes longer time compared to a regular graphics 
implementation, and this has both positive and negative aspects. With more time 
between the improved prototypes the developers can reflect more over the operators' 
thinking and their point of view when performing tests based on the production’s setup. 
The negative aspect that becomes vital is the bad time efficiency when having close 
deadlines.  

Other points were brought up to discussion from the developers, most of them positive 
aspects when working with the new work method. Among the affirmatives were the 
importance of having an operator checking the work and evaluate after the production's 
setup. One issue when implementing prototypes for the developers could be the lack of 
knowledge of an operator’s work habits when operating the graphics. To have an 
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operator who can explain how it worked from their perspective gave a new aspect 
needed for developers to take notice about.  

The developers brought some conditions needed to be included when using this 
work method: 

• The project must contain the same operator or maximum two when 
implementing a system 

• The new work-method only works when tailoring a specific production  
• The new work-method should only contain one fixed issue, cannot tailor all 

graphics 
• The operator need to be a fairly active and skilled operator, with good knowledge 

about CGC3’s functionality and capacity 

Thereafter the objective operator got the chance to express his opinion on the new work 
method. A big issue as an operator when receiving a new interface before a production is 
the lack of knowledge of exactly what have been implemented. Before a new production 
or when implementations have been done the operator often meets the developers right 
before leaving for production to get a small crash course of the system. The issue that 
was raised was that the operator might not get all information about different setups 
behind new graphics or changes when having a quick crash course. To therefore be 
involved early on in the process is positive since the operator will automatically learn 
about every detail behind the graphics setup. This new strength is vital for the operator 
when a situation occurs at sight and the operator will thereby have knowledge how to 
modify the specific system.  

An issue regarding operators in general might be that different operators have different 
opinions of what good interface design shall look like. This needs to be taken care of, 
possibly through workshops or a decided framework, before a new project using this 
work method.  

Another issue that occurs often when operators have new systems is to try to learn how 
the developers thought about interface design. Since some of the developers at HG 
never worked as an operator at production sights the interface design might not be very 
operator-friendly. A well-used button can be placed in a section or under a tab, which 
operators are not usually operating from and can thereby interfere during time pressured 
productions.  

A negative aspect of this work-method is the new time spending needed during the 
actual development. Since the most active operators can work over 100 productions a 
year in different cities all over Sweden as well as abroad the operator must find new time 
to spend at the office with the developers. The objective operator therefore felt that the 
new work-method should only concern new specific productions that are in need of 
tailoring a system. Due to the fact the developers tries to have similar designs for all 
graphics productions, the new work-method should not be allowed to lead to very 
different variations of interface designs. Therefore should this work method only 
concern new graphics production or essential changes within CGC3.  

 
The objective operator brought some conditions needed to be included when 
using this work method: 

• The new work-method should only concern new graphics production 
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• The implemented system shall try to have similar designs to other interfaces 
created 

• The work load of the operator should be kept in mind when using the new work-
method 

• The operator shall always strive not to tailor a very personal interface design  

After the free discussion, from the different role's perspectives, the group started to 
answer fixed questions about the new work-method used in this study. The questions 
were handed by paper and the different roles could thereafter answer the questions 
without interference of each other (the developers made one together).  

The developers:  

What positive aspects did this work-method consist of? 

“Everything is more dynamically open for changing conditions from a programming 
perspective. This a better way of seizing mounted data for creating special graphics or 
statistics. User-wise much more "hands on", easier to quickly correct errors/changes 
when the operator have been involved from the beginning.” 

What negative aspects did this work-method consist of? 

Must follow the conditions stated during the discussion, the new work-method should 
only be used when it is essential. When used the focus should lay on a specific issue or 
case similar to the Let's Dance one. ” 

What can be improved with this work-method? 

”Create and plug in the work done to a database. In that way save historical data and/or 
be able to retrieve old data if desired.”  

Is this work-method a suitable way of solving tailored interface design for 
operators? 

”Absolutely. Buttons can of course be moved. But still, the work done needs more 
expertise for the underlying code if big changes are going to be made.” 

Is it preferred from a developer angle to collaborate with an operator in an early 
stage of the project? 

”Absolutely, the last outpost in the production chain is the operator. The operator 
should therefore be comfortable with the functionality and appearance within the 
interface, so that functionality created is used in the best way possible.” 

Can this new work-method be used for future graphic implementations? 

”Certainly. Hopefully it will do when similar issues occur and surely will enhance the 
dynamics behind the interface, to get it more perfected.” 

The objective operator:  

What positive aspects did this work-method consist of? 

“I think that this work method is a very good way to go because it combines two 
different ways of thinking. A developer often lacks the experience of being "out in the 
field" as much as an operator lacks the knowledge of programming so combining the 
two in an early stage will surely save a lot of time, later on.” 

What negative aspects did this work-method consist of? 
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”The issue might be that different operators have different ways of working and may 
prefer different looks and functions to the software. To unite the operators and together 
design a framework of how graphic productions interfaces should look like could 
therefore help. “ 

What can be improved with this work-method? 

”Since this is a new work method and can be used for future projects it would be good 
to create a fixed scheme or framework over what activities is needed to be done and 
under which conditions. So when starting a similar project all participants know what is 
going to happen. ” 

Is this work-method a suitable way of solving tailored interface design for 
operators? 

”I think an experienced operator can add a lot of valuable input in how the workflow 
should be handled. This should be one of the conditions before starting a similar 
project.” 

Is it preferred from an operator angle to collaborate with developers in an early 
stage of the project? 

”I think this is much preferred from an operators point of view. This way the operator 
can suggest and get their wishes into the project right away instead of a few shows in to 
the season.” 

Can this new work-method be used for future graphic implementations? 

“Yes, from my point of view but should follow the discussed statements said during the 
meeting. “ 

After the questions had been answered the group stated conclusions of what had been 
learned during the implementation with help of the new work method. 

Conclusions from the work method evaluation meeting:  

1. When tailoring an interface design the focus should lay on a specific case or 
problem, which the group can investigate, thereby hopefully learn from the result 
and bring it to other projects with similar issues. 

2. When creating a new interface design both the developers and operator should 
strive to make an objective operator interface design. 

3. The involved operator should be active in the sense of working many different 
productions a year with CGC3 and can thereby easier contribute when testing 
different prototypes. 

4. Both developers and operator should be ready to invest time within the project, 
since it is fairly time consuming compared to the regular work method for 
implementations. 
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7. Discussion 
The case studied had a very specific issue where the operator felt insecure in the sense of 
incorrect operations, modifying the system and what work-method to use. Often the 
operator is not at all involved in the process of developing graphics features or interfaces 
and when the developing team reached out for help, the case was optimal for the project 
presented in this report. Since both instances of roles at HG knew about the non-optimal 
conditions from the beginning the new structured work could focus on a specific issue. 

When developing the new work method the team agreed on letting the operator test the 
prototype under supervision from the developers using the think-aloud method, write an 
evaluation report and for some prototypes create a design proposal. This felt natural 
since the developers are used to create prototypes before creating the final interface and 
the operator needs something to test in order to make evaluations. The material resulting 
from the evaluation further helped the developers understand the work-method of the 
operator.  

By evaluating every prototype by using different HCI activities like Think-Aloud-method, 
fixed activities, group discussion and design proposals, use the feedback and create new 
versions; academic theory was added to the work done at HG like Schneidermans & 
Plaisent’s guidelines for software designs and Schneidermnas Eight Golden Rules of 
Interface design. When using the structured scheme of theory the developers had an 
easier time understanding the concerns brought up by the operator. To be able to reflect 
over the results, after every phase, helped the study to investigate if the new work 
method was the right way to handle the situation.  

The largest difference between the regular work models compared to the new suggested 
one is the time consumption for the developers when involving the operator early in the 
process. Both roles at HG have time-pressured schedules but when a similar case occurs 
the new work method should be preferred and applied. Even though it is a slow process 
for both roles the understanding of how a tailored interface should work has a large 
value. The developers received better comprehension of the operator's work-method 
when fronting signs at the production and the operator received useful knowledge on 
how to modify a system and which work-method to use. This understanding, which have 
turned to a key argument, was brought up during the work method evaluation meeting 
where both instances of personnel expressed almost a relief over being able to 
communicate between each other about how an interface should work. To be able to get 
this mutual understanding, it is of importance to have a solid group from the beginning 
with the same developers and the same operators involved.  

In this study I, the author of this report, was the main operator testing the prototypes, 
creating the evaluation report and creating the design proposals. This could have affected 
results from the study and give subjective conclusions to this report. To solve this issue 
I/the main operator was only involved in data collection during the evaluations, which 
were overseen by the developers. By including an objective operator during the 
Prototype 2's evaluation and the further work method evaluation meeting, a higher 
degree of objectivity during this research was ensured. The role taken by the author 
should not thereby interfere with the main result of the study, but it should still be 
considered when reading this report. To have another main operator during the study 
would be hard due to the necessity of time and the need of experience with previous 
Let's Dance productions, which only a few operators have.  
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The main question for this study was: Is an early collaboration between operators and 
developers favorable when creating a new software design interface to a graphical frame for 
HEGO Group?  

Even though the main work was to design a new software interface, the main focus has 
been on the new work method. During this period of time a new collaboration have been 
tested and a case has been solved from a HCI-point of view. The research question is 
constructed as a polar question. Since the main focus of the study is to find out how 
appropriate the new work method is, an open-ended question therefore becomes hard to 
answer. To answer the main question the answer would be “Yes, under specific 
circumstances and conditions”.  

The “specific circumstances and conditions” were discussed during the work method 
evaluation meeting where issues were brought up to question. These “specific 
circumstances and conditions” helped specifying when the new work method is suitable 
and when it is not. Most important is to have a real case which the developers and 
operator can focus on and invest time in. Also the operator needs to have good 
knowledge of different graphic productions and the CGC3 program. Since most of the 
graphics productions are not in need of utilizing the new work method, it is important to 
draw a line when it is necessary, and when not, especially since the new work method is 
very time consuming. Since the operator is often out on the field managing productions 
while the developers are at HG's office the issue raises to find cohesive time to work 
together. To have these conditions as rules before using the new work method helps 
future projects for HG, especially when establishing which method to use when an issue 
occurs.  

A further improvement of the work method would be to free up the operator when 
evaluating prototypes and still somehow have the developers’ supervision. Having 
mirrored screens between each other, through using an external software service, could 
solve this and thereby not need both instances present at the same site. The developers 
can not only receive the evaluation reports after the prototypes have been tested; the 
think-aloud information received verbally is of the same importance as the written one 
and cannot be ignored during the process. Another way of improving the new work 
method is to educate the operator more in the development skills, needed for making 
small prototypes. By further involve the operator in the development workload could be 
trusted to the operator who could, under supervision of developers, make own 
functioned design changes and thereby save important time.  
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8. Conclusion 
The study had a main question which was formulated as this:  

Is a continuous collaboration between operators and developers favorable when 
creating a new software design interface to a graphical frame for HEGO Group?  

The answer to the question investigated through this study is: Yes, it is favorable to 
create an early collaboration between operators and developers when developing a new 
software design interface to a graphical frame for HEGO Group under different 
circumstances and conditions. 

During the research developers and operators tested a new work method to solve a case 
created from a not very operator-friendly software design interface from the previous 
Let's Dance production 2012. The new work method includes an early collaboration 
between operator and developers, a think-aloud testing round of different prototypes, 
written reports and in some cases design proposals. This work method is not normally 
used at HG during development of graphic productions where developers and operators 
work without any explicit collaboration. The new work method generated three 
prototypes where the last one turned out to be the end design interface, later used in the 
Let's Dance production 2013. 

After the case was solved a work method evaluation meeting was held with the 
developers as well as an objective operator (involved during Prototype 2's evaluation) to 
further examine the results of using the new work method. It was during this meeting the 
answer to the main question was stated with some circumstances and conditions 
included for this work method to be successful.  

The main conclusion thereof was that the new work method is convenient for situations 
like the Let's Dance 2012, but not for all graphics productions. All graphics productions 
do not carry the same complexity and need of creating a tailored design interface. The 
different circumstances and conditions proposed should therefore determine when it is 
necessary to use the new work method, or not, when preparing for a design 
implementation at HEGO Group.  
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